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Introduction
Word Study H2673 chatsah divide
A primitive root (compare H2686); to cut or split in two; to halve: - divide, X live out half, reach to the midst,
part.
LXX G1244 di aireo, G3307 merizo
See “Word Study H4266 Machanim Two House.doc”, article #???
Total KJV Occurrences: 17
divided, 8 Gen 32:7, Gen 33:1, Num 31:42, Jdg 7:16, Jdg 9:43, 2Ki 2:8, Eze 37:22, Dan 11:4
divide, 3 Exo 21:35 (2), Num 31:27
half, 1 Psa 55:23
midst, 1 Isa 30:28
part, 1 Job 41:6
parted, 1 2Ki 2:14
reach, 1 Isa 30:28
two, 1 Num 31:27
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between etc.
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From an unused root meaning to sever; a bisection, that is, (by implication) the centre: - among (-st), X
between, half, X (there-, where-) in (-to), middle, mid [-night], midst (among), X out (of), X through, X with (in).
KJC:400. midst, 208; among, 142; within, 20, through, 7, middle, 6, between, 3; etc.
BS defines it as “something in the midst of', or 'in the middle'.

G3320 mesotoykhon KJC:1 middle wall Eph 2:14
From G3319 and G5109; a partition (figuratively): - middle wall.

Eph 2:13-15 Blood of Messiah, made both one, broken down the middle wall of partitionA
13

But now in Yeshua HaMeshiach ye who sometimes were far off are made nigh by the blood of HaMeshiach.

14

For he is our peace, who hath made both one, and hath broken down the middle wall (mesotoichon G3320) of
partition (phragmos G5418) between us;

G5109 toichos KJC:1 wall Acts 23:3; from G5038
Another form of G5038; a wall: - wall.
LXX related word(s)
H1447 gader

H2346 chomah

H2434 chayits

H3796 kotel

H7023 qir

Act 23:1-3 KJV
1

And Paul, earnestly beholding the council, said, Men and brethren, I have lived in all good conscience before

God until this day.

2

And the high priest Ananias commanded them that stood by him to smite him on the

3

mouth. Then said Paul unto him, God shall smite thee, thou whited wall: for sittest thou to judge me after the
law, and commandest me to be smitten contrary to the law?

A

See Ephesians-2-middle-wall-of-partition-Eph-2-11-22, article #579.
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